Dear Harold

Count on me to find a weird one! Anyway

Here are two things

(1) Sketch of "King Assassin" being circulated in Mexico
(2) Photo with Allen of walking men - close up of head or one of them,

Jaffe previously said this is Dealy Plaza

Subject was merchant marine maybe. was 5'9" and 145 lbs.

"John Galt" was said to be merchant marine

Remember the Miami police tape prior to JFK assassination? said they were after King too?

Penn Jones has this in his F. G. M. G. II.

I haven't received anything from Sprague as yet...

Want to get his off to you so will write more later.

Oh yes, could you prevail upon the N.O. office to acknowledge receipt of Oswald stuff with thank you note to Roy Watson... He's "down" because hasn't heard anything from Jim's office

Best, Fred Newcomb.